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Castaway Mountain
Love and Loss Among the
Wastepickers of Mumbai
Astra Publishing House *One of NPR's "Books We Love 2021"* "'I came to see the
mountains as an outpouring of our modern lives,' Roy writes, 'of the endless chase
for our desires to ﬁll us.' Readers of Behind the Beautiful Forevers will be drawn to
this harrowing portrait." —Publishers Weekly "Castaway Mountain deserves every
accolade. A stunning achievement." —Kiran Desai, Booker Prize Winner, author of
Inheritance of Loss. All of Mumbai’s possessions and memories come to die at the
Deonar garbage mountains. Towering at the outskirts of the city, the mountains are
covered in a faint smog from trash ﬁres. Over time, as wealth brought Bollywood
knock oﬀs, fast food and plastics to Mumbaikars, a small, forgotten community of
migrants and rag-pickers came to live at the mountains’ edge, making a living by reusing, recycling and re-selling. Among them is Farzana Ali Shaikh, a tall, adventurous
girl who soon becomes one of the best pickers in her community. Over time, her
family starts to fret about Farzana’s obsessive relationship to the garbage. Like so
many in her community, Farzana, made increasingly sick by the trash mountains, is
caught up in the thrill of discovery—because among the broken glass, crushed cans,
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or even the occasional dead baby, there’s a lingering chance that she will ﬁnd a
treasure to lift her family’s fortunes. As Farzana enters adulthood, her way of life
becomes more precarious. Mumbai is pitched as a modern city, emblematic of the
future of India, forcing oﬃcials to reckon with closing the dumping grounds, which
would leave the waste pickers more vulnerable than ever. In a narrative instilled with
superstition and magical realism, Saumya Roy crafts a modern parable exploring the
consequences of urban overconsumption. A moving testament to the impact of ﬁckle
desires, Castaway Mountain reveals that when you own nothing, you know where
true value lies: in family, community and love. Interior map illustration copyright (c)
Jake Coolidge

Development of Environment Laws
in India
Cambridge University Press Presents dynamic interactions between the judiciary,
executive and parliamentary structures in shaping environment law in neoliberal
India.

Gendered Inequalities in Paid and
Unpaid Work of Women in India
Springer Nature This book explores Indian women's economic contribution through
paid and unpaid work in diﬀerent sectors of the economy and society in extremely
diverse life situations and geographical locations. It highlights gender implications of
interlinkages between local, national, regional and global dimensions of women's
paid and unpaid work in India. It encompasses a vast canvas of life worlds of working
women in the metropolitan, urban, peri-urban, rural, tribal areas in manufacturing,
agricultural, ﬁsheries, sericulture, plantation and service sectors of the Indian
economy. It provides nuanced insights into intersectional marginalities of caste,
class, ethnicity, religion and gender. The chapters are based on primary data
collection and triangulation of qualitative and quantitative research methodologies. It
presents the multiple marginalities of Indian women in the globalized political
economy of the 21st century. It not only focuses on emerging issues but also
suggests evidence-based policy imperatives. This book is an essential read for
researchers, scholars, policymakers, practitioners and students of women/gender
studies.

Financing Cities in India
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Municipal Reforms, Fiscal
Accountability and Urban
Infrastructure
SAGE Publications India How is management of municipal ﬁnances related to
economic growth and productive employment in urban India? This book identiﬁes
Indian municipalities as among the weakest globally in terms of access to resources,
revenue-raising capacity and ﬁscal autonomy. Advocating reforms in these sectors, it
discusses the lack of clarity, consistency, adequacy and predictability in municipal
taxation, user charging, inter-governmental transfers and development ﬁnancing as
key factors plaguing city ﬁnances. Topical and up-to-date, the book brings out the
need to align particular types of revenues to particular categories of expenditure so
that services can be delivered in a responsive, transparent and accountable manner.

Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai and Ward Aministration
The Book Is A Scholarly Critique Of Local Self Government Focusing On Mumbai.

The UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities in Practice
A Comparative Analysis of the Role
of Courts
Oxford University Press Introduced in 2008, the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities has existed for nearly a decade. This comprehensive study
examines how courts in thirteen diﬀerent jurisdictions make use of the Convention.
The ﬁrst sustained comparative international law analysis of the CRPD, Waddington
and Lawsons ground breaking text illuminates the intersection between human
rights law, disability law and international law through an examination of the role of
courts. The ﬁrst part of the book contains chapters speciﬁc to each jurisdiction. The
second part consists of comparative chapters which draw on the rich analysis of the
jurisdiction-speciﬁc chapters. These chapters reﬂect on emerging patterns of judicial
usage and interpretation of the CRPD and on the wider implications for human rights
theory and the nascent ﬁeld of international comparative human rights law. This
volume is a vital and thought-provoking addition to the literature on comparative
international law and disability rights.
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Guide to Compounding,
Adjudication and Prosecution
Under Company Law, Securities
Laws and FEMA
Bloomsbury Publishing Highlights ? A complete guide to provisions, procedure and
judicial precedents on oﬀences and contraventions under the Company Law,
Securities Laws and FEMA. ? Compounding of oﬀences and adjudication of penalties
and appeals thereof. ? Directions, disgorgement and settlement of proceedings
under Securities Laws and other Relief and Remedies under the Companies Act,
2013. ? Search, seizure, enquiry, inspection and investigation under the Company
Law, Securities Laws and FEMA. ? Crisp account of cognizable, bailable and nonbailable oﬀences ? Trial procedures, and quashing of criminal complaints under the
Criminal Procedure Code.

Judges of the Supreme Court and
the High Courts as on ...
Urban Planning & Development an
Indian Perspective
Prakash M Apte

Re-visioning Indian Cities
The Urban Renewal Mission
SAGE Publishing India Re-visioning Indian Cities probes the Jawaharlal Nehru National
Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) right from its inception to its present-day avatar.
The book signiﬁcantly adds to the knowledge base on the urban history of India.
Commencing with a historical background of the JNNURM, the book traces the
evolution of public policy in India on urban growth. In the process it provides an
understanding of the complex urban issues and examines whether the JNNURM is a
project response or a policy response to these problems. The rationale behind the
choice of the cities covered by the Mission, the scope and coverage of the work
undertaken and the progress till date are extensively discussed. The formidable
problems of mega-city governance and the diﬃculties of correlating rural and urban
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development at the district level are reviewed.

The Caravan
November 2018
Delhi Press Magazines The country's ﬁrst and only publication devoted to narrative
journalism, The Caravan occupies a singular position among Indian magazines. It is a
new kind of magazine for a new kind of reader, one who demands both style and
substance. Since its relaunch in January 2010, the magazine has earned a reputation
as one of the country's most sophisticated publications-a showcase for the region's
ﬁnest writers and a distinctive blend of rigorous reporting, incisive criticism and
commentary, stunning photo essays, and gripping new ﬁction and poetry. Its
commitment to great storytelling has earned it the respect of readers from around
the world.  "India's best English language magazine", The Guardian, London  "For
those with an interest in India, it has become an absolute must-read", The New
Republic, Washington The Caravan ﬁlls a niche in the Indian media that has
remained vacant for far too long, catering to the intellectually curious and
aesthetically reﬁned reader, who seeks a magazine of exceptional quality.

Beyond the Networked City
Infrastructure reconﬁgurations and
urban change in the North and
South
Routledge Cities around the world are undergoing profound changes. In this global
era, we live in a world of rising knowledge economies, digital technologies, and
awareness of environmental issues. The so-called "modern infrastructural ideal" of
spatially and socially ubiquitous centrally-governed infrastructures providing
exclusive, homogeneous services over extensive areas, has been the standard of
reference for the provision of basic essential services, such as water and energy
supply. This book argues that, after decades of undisputed domination, this ideal is
being increasingly questioned and that the network ideology that supports it may be
waning. In order to begin exploring the highly diverse, ﬂuid and unstable landscapes
emerging beyond the networked city, this book identiﬁes dynamics through which a
‘break’ with previous conﬁgurations has been operated, and new brittle zones of
socio-technical controversy through which urban infrastructure (and its wider
meaning) are being negotiated and fought over. It uncovers, across a diverse set of
urban contexts, new ways in which processes of urbanization and infrastructure
production are being combined with crucial sociopolitical implications: through
shifting political economies of infrastructure which rework resource distribution and
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value creation; through new infrastructural spaces and territorialities which rebundle
socio-technical systems for particular interests and claims; and through changing
oﬀsets between individual and collective appropriation, experience and mobilization
of infrastructure. With contributions from leading authorities in the ﬁeld and drawing
on theoretical advances and original empirical material, this book is a major
contribution to an ongoing infrastructural turn in urban studies, and will be of
interest to all those concerned by the diverse forms and contested outcomes of
contemporary urban change across North and South.

Infrastructural Lives
Urban Infrastructure in Context
Routledge Infrastructural Lives is the ﬁrst book to describe the everyday experience
and politics of urban infrastructures. It focuses on a range of infrastructures in both
the global South and North. The book examines how day-to-day experience and
perception of infrastructure provides a new and powerful lens to view urban
sustainability, politics, economics, cultures and ecologies. An interdisciplinary group
of leading and emerging urban researchers examine critical questions about urban
infrastructure in diﬀerent global contexts. The chapters address water, sanitation,
and waste politics in Mumbai, Kampala and Tyneside, analyse the use of
infrastructure in the dispossession of Palestinian communities, explore the
paciﬁcation of Rio’s favelas in the run-up to the 2014 World Cup, describe how
people’s bodies and lives eﬀectively operate as ‘infrastructure’ in many major cities,
and also explores tentative experiments with low-carbon infrastructures. These
diverse cases and perspectives are connected by a shared sense of infrastructure
not just as a ‘thing’, a ‘system’, or an ‘output,’ but as a complex social and
technological process that enables – or disables – particular kinds of action in the
city. Infrastructural Lives is crucial reading for academics, researchers, students and
practitioners in urban studies globally.

Social Science Success Class 8
Goyal Brothers Prakashan Goyal Brothers Prakashan

OPSC General Studies Paper 1 (For
Odisha Civil Service Preliminary
Exams) 2021
Arihant Publications India limited 1. The OPSC General Studies I Preliminary
Examination is a complete study guide 2. The book is divided into 8 main Sections 3.
Solved Papers and 5 Crack Sets for practice 4. Easy to understand Language and
Student friendly content for easy learning Odisha Public Service Commission has
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recently released a notiﬁcation announcing 392 vacancies for Group A and Group B
posts under Odisha Civil Services. Interested candidates must have a bachelors’
degree from the recognized institutions. The revised edition of OPSC General Studies
I Preliminary Examination serves as complete study guide for those who are
appearing for the examination. The book is divided into 8 Main Sections under which
each section either divided into Sub Section or Chapters for the complete
preparation. Apart from all the theoretical studies, this book also focuses on the
practice portion of candidates by providing Solved Papers and 5 Crack Sets for
practice to get exact idea paper the pattern. Providing a complete coverage of the
latest syllabus of OPSC Paper I, this book helps to score best in the upcoming OPSC
prelims 2021. TOC Solved Papers (2019-2015), HISTORY OF INDIA AND INDIAN
NATIONAL MOVEMENT, GEOGRAPHY, INDIAN POLITY AND GOVERNANCE, INDIAN
ECONOMY, ENVIRONMENTAL ECOLOGY, SCIENCE, GENERAL KNOWLEDGE, ODISHA:
ABOUT THE STATE, 5 crack sets.

The Supreme Court Reports
Advances in Energy and
Environment
Select Proceedings of TRACE 2020
Springer Nature This book comprises select papers presented at the International
Conference on Trends and Recent Advances in Civil Engineering (TRACE 2020). This
book covers papers on contemporary renewable energy and environmental
technologies which include water puriﬁcation, water distribution network, use of
solar energy for electricity production, waste management, greening of buildings and
air quality analysis. In all, twenty-three papers have been selected for publication. It
is believed that this book will be useful to a fairly wide spectrum of audience like
researchers, application engineers and industry managers.

The Administration of Evacuee
Property Act, 1950
Universal Law Publishing

The Resurgence of Satyam
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The Global IT Giant
Random House India All hell broke loose with a simple confession from Ramalinga
Raju—founder and chairman of Satyam Computers, the fourth largest IT company in
India with over 50,000 employees and business in more than 66 countries. His
admission in 2009 of cooking the books to show exaggerated proﬁts combined with
the diving economy rocked India Inc and forced it to look inwards. With robust
research, interviews, and stories—Zafar Anjum tracks the chronicle from Raju’s
confession and Satyam free-falling, to the phoenix’s rise as Mahindra Satyam. This is
a tale of betrayal and devastation, but more importantly of hope and resurrection.
With an afterword by Anand Mahindra, chairman and managing director of Mahindra
Group, The Resurgence of Satyam is the deﬁnitive book that will answer all that you
wanted to know about the Satyam saga.

Criminal Justice and Supreme court
Allied Publishers

Environmental Law and Policy in
India
Cases, Materials, and Statutes
Oxford University Press, USA A. The Air Act

Current Consumer Cases
CCC.
Indian Books in Print
Mota Seth
Pustak Mahal

Rights Based Approach and
Housing for the urban poor
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An analysis of the Slum
Rehabilitation Schemes in Mumbai
GRIN Verlag Research Paper from the year 2006 in the subject Urban and Regional
Planning, grade: A, , language: English, abstract: The present study seeks to
understand and analyze the Slum Rehabilitation Schemes (hereafter SRS), designed
speciﬁcally in the context of Mumbai, using a rights based approach. The SRS when
studied from the rights based approach, is not merely seen as a policy of charity of
providing free houses. Instead it is seen as a platform for various players to
negotiate on mutually beneﬁcial terms, in a participative manner. With the help of an
empirical analysis, the study attempts to understand the translation of this approach
into reality through the implementation of a particular programme, catering to a
particular segment of population namely the slum dwellers of Mumbai. The study
also points out the larger implications of the rights based approach to housing.

Economic and Political Weekly
Human Rights, 2000
With reference to India.

APC Textbook of Forensic Medicine
and Toxicology - Avichal Publishing
Company
Avichal Publishing Company Textbook of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology is a
comprehensive book for undergraduate students of Forensic sciences. The book
comprises chapters on thanatology, deaths from other causes, forensic psychiatry,
forensic science, corrosive poisons, irritant poisons, and poisons acting on the brain
and spinal cord. In addition, the book consists of several diagrams and illustrations to
help understand the concepts better. This book is essential for forensic scientists.

The Statesman's Yearbook 2014
The Politics, Cultures and
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Economies of the World
Springer Now in its 150th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is
also available online for subscribing institutions: www.statesmansyearbook.com.

Mumbai
Evans Brothers A highly illustrated geography series that studies major cities around
the world in depth, looking at topics such as population, climate, geographpy
(physical), infrastructure amd the environment.

Martindale-Hubbell International
Law Directory
The Statesman's Yearbook 2011
The Politics, Cultures and
Economies of the World
Springer Now in its 147th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is
an essential resource.

The Statesman's Yearbook 2015
The Politics, Cultures and
Economies of the World
Springer Now in its 151st edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is
also available online for subscribing institutions:
http://www.statesmansyearbook.com.
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The Statesman's Yearbook 2012
The Politics, Cultures and
Economies of the World
Springer Now in its 148th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is
also available online for subscribing institutions: www.statesmansyearbook.com.

The Statesman's Yearbook 2013
The Politics, Cultures and
Economies of the World
Springer Now in its 149th edition, The Statesman's Yearbook continues to be the
reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in
the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is
also available online for subscribing institutions: www.statesmansyearbook.com .

The Development and Eﬀectiveness
of International Administrative Law
On the Occasion of the Thirtieth
Anniversary of the World Bank
Administrative Tribunal
Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers This book contains essays addressing issues including:
the role of international administrative law in the governance of international
organizations, the contribution of international administrative tribunals, and
problems of eﬀectiveness and legitimacy in the design and operation of the
institutions of international administrative law.
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The New Law Journal
Mumbai / Bombay
Majoritarian Neoliberalism,
Informality, Resistance, and
Wellbeing
Taylor & Francis Mumbai/Bombay is a quintessential urban expression which
represents the questions and puzzles related to Indian urbanity. This book traces the
various ways through which majoritarianism and neoliberal capitalist accumulation
has reorganised Bombay or Mumbai in India. The book assesses Mumbai’s present
trajectories and processes as being embedded in its recent past. It looks at these
changes by exploring work and labour; health and education; spatial planning and
infrastructural development; politics and identity; and shows how ﬁnancialisation,
land speculation, deregulation and informality has impacted the city’s culture and
everyday living. The contributors to this volume analyse the consequences of these
changes for women and men across ages, as they live their material and cultural
lives; evaluate the role of changing nature of work, urban infrastructure and
planning; determine its outcome for public health and education; and take a
measure of its manifestation in the ﬁeld of arts and culture. The volume explores the
processes that reorient these changes, the socio-spatial and political implications of
these on the inhabitants of the city, and the resistance and response to
marginalisation. This interdisciplinary volume will interest students and researchers
of economics, sociology, anthropology, political science, public policy and urban
studies. It will also be useful to urban practitioners, planners, bureaucrats, activists
and general readers.

Indian National Bibliography
The Indian National Bibliography
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